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r would like to begin with a modest word of good cheer. 

There is life after election at the FTC. We are not 

"chicken little" and the sky is not falling. Eight years of 

Republican leadership during the Nixon and Ford administrations 

strengthened the FTC. Surely, it will survive four years of 

Reagan. 

This is not to suggest that there is not ample room for 

gloom. Even under this Democratic Congress, and despite the 

unflinching support of President Carter, some of the Commis-

sian's most significant initiatives were curtailed. And 

while attention was focused on the Congress, the federal 

courts have grown increasingly resistant to the old theories 

which seek to stretch the limits of the FTC's authority or 

to impose innovative remedies. 

And now we await a Reagan administration. 

This is obviously an unsettling time in ~ashi~gton. A 

new, or rather a bristly, but old fasl1ioned brooffi is going 

to be sweeping clean. Those of us who continue to have 

faith in the responsibility and capacity of government to 

address social and economic evils and redress inequities may 

have to stand aside while those who advocate the freer play 

of private institutions have their day. 

But, curiously, it may also be a time for the affirmation 

of certain values and bedrock principles which are shared by 

conservat1ve and liberal al1ke. Ana perhaps most preeminent 

among these principles 1s a commitment to a strong competit1on 

pol1cy. 
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In many economic arenas, regulation and competition 

represent alternative strategies for curing marketplace 

failures. Regulation attempts to cure market defects through 

direct government controls. As an alternative, competition 

policy seeks to cure market defects indirectly by restoring 

competitive conditions and by assuring that the consumer has 

the power and the choice and the essential information to 

serve as the private regulator of the marketplace through 

purchase decisions. 

Indeed, many of us who have spent a good part of the 

last two decades concerned about the rights of consumers and 

the fairness and responsiveness of the marketplace to hUI:1an 

needs, have grown increasingly to respect the power of 

competitive incentives, when operating in d free, open, 

honest and. knowledgeable marketplace, to generate the highest 

quality products at the lowest competitive price -- prime 

consumer goals. 

And liberals and conservatives alike, concerned about 

the vigor of American business and its capacity to meet the 

challenge from abroad, have also come to reaffirm their 

faith in vigorous competition competition which allows 

the successful and innovative to survive and prosper; competi

tion wl1ich also allows those who can not or will not respond 

to competitive stimulus to fail. In short, a commitment to 

a strong and aggressive competition policy remains a sound 

economic policy. 
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For example, as many of you know, the FTC over the last 

several years has played an increasing role in challenging 

excessive regulation of professions and semi-professions, 

including self-regulation by professional associations and 

state boards which are often de facto extensions of profes-

sional trade associations. In these areas, we found classic 

types of antitrust violations: price fixing, boycotts, 

agreements not to compete, exclusionary practices. We have 

moved both to prosecute antitrust violations and to encourage 

states to reexamine public policies regarding the regulation 

of professionals. In essence, we are raising the same 

questions about the competitive health of our professions as 

we are doing about pur steel and auto industries. 

When the New York Times reports on the declining state 

of productivity in this country and the growing consensus 

that we need a revitalization policy, its charts and figures 

r~veal that the segment of our economy which has the most 

sluggish rate of growth ln productivity is the service 

sector. And prominent within the service sector is the 

delivery of health care and other professional and quasi-

professional services. So it is not surprising that the 

FTC's program to challenge illegal, anticompetitive restraints 

in the professions has enjoyed the support of economic 

advocacy groups ranging from Consumer's Union to the American 

Enterprise Institute. 



Conservatives have also supported FTC action to police 

deceptive and unsubstantiated advertising and to make certain 

that consumers have essential product and performance informa

tion where the market will not provide such information. 

Let me quote from the chapter of the recent Heritage 

Foundation Project Team Report for the FTC -- chaired by 

Kendall Fleeharty of the Chamber of Commerce. As to deceptive 

advertising, the report concludes, "FTC intervention, includ

ing stiff fines and mandatory advertising disclaimers, are 

entirely appropriate." 

The report also looks favorably on the funeral rule, 

not inq that "thL' re is no effective remedy available to a 

consunk:r \vhc>n ..:l funeral home refuses to provide him with an 

itemized bill, or when it induces a family to purchase an 

unwanted package of services and goods for a funeral. 

In those instances, the bereaved family has no adequate 

The discipline of the marketplace is 

and far between. In those cases, rules and regulations 

appear to be the only alternative." 

So we may make a serious miscalculation if we assume 

that a conservative administration will undermine these 

initiatives. 

This is especially true when we note with chagrin that 

much of the Commission's unfinished agenda still represents 

initiatives undertaken under the Republican leadership of 



caspar Weinberger, Miles Kirkpatrick, Lewis Engman and 

Calvin Collier. Many of those initiatives now reaching 

completion: the funeral rule, hearing aid rule, used car 

rule, and mobile home rule, were commenced in the mid-

seventies and are now ready to be implemented subject, of 

course, to the legislative veto. 

Nevertheless, the object of this conference -- to set 

forth the unfinished agendas as a yardstick against which to 

measure the performance of the New Administration -- is 

prudent and in the best traditions of citizen participation. 

With respect to the Commission's own unfinished agenda, 

let me enter a couple of special nob2s: 

First, unlike the Executive Branch agencies, as you 

know, the FTC is essentially a continuing body. Obviously a 

new President can dp~oint a new Chairman, but my fellow 

Commissioners and 1 serve for fixed terms. Thus, there is 

no sharp break between administrations. 

Second, because I intend to remain as a Commissioner 

and in that role will continue to serve in a quasi-judicial 

capacity 1n hearing both cases and rules, it would not be 

possible or appropriate for me to spell out for you what I 

believe the Commission should do in each of its pending 

proceedings. 

I am, however, attaching a list of major ongoing proceed-

ings and projects at the Commission which citizens may wish 

to monitor. Also available is the FTC's submission to the 
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Regulatory Calendar, which spells out in detail the issues 

facing the Commission on pending and contemplated rulemakings. 

Finally, I have attached a summary of FTC accomplishments 

over the past four years -- accomplishments in which we take 

great pride and expect to be upheld and built upon in the 

coming years. 

Now, I would like to discuss some broad areas of concern 

which I believe the Commission must continue to address in 

the coming years: This discussion is by no means exhaustive; 

it is framed in terms of broad categories, and thus omits 

mention of other important proceedings like the funeral rule, 

which is very nearly completed, and the inquiry into product 

standards and certifications. 
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1. Market Concentration - increasing concentration of economic 

assets nationwide are areas of specific concern. The FTC 

and the Antitrust Division have moderated, but not stalled, 

the drift. We still seem to be in the midst of a big merger 

wave, or rather a wave of big mergers. Our primary law 

enforcement focus, of course, is on amassing and misuse of 

economic power in particular product markets and industries. 

The classic "conglomerate merger" has not been a legitimate 

target for antitrust enforcement. If it could be shown that 

concentration of economic power -- market by market or 

economy-wide -- enables us to be more productive and more 

competitive in international markets or at home, we might 

have to accept otherwise disturbing levels of concentration. 

But, on many issues, all the trade-offs have yet to be made 

explicit, qnd it's not at all clear that such concentration 

is necessary or desirable even from the stand-point of 

efficiency. 

So, while the antitrust agencies continue to employ their 

traditional enforcement tools, the search continues for new 

approaches suited to particular problems that may not have 

been foreseen by the enacters of our basic antitrust statutes. 

What should be our policy toward corporations that have maintained 

uneroded monopoly power for years and years with no end in 

sight? Should we continue the search for overt "predatory" 

conduct, equivalent to a "smoking gun," or might we directly 

break up these monopolies where doing so will not lessen the 



productive efficiency of the industry? The pursuit of "no 

fault monopolization" is one proposal worthy of effort, along 

with other ways of defining what it takes for conduct to be 

"exclusionary" where an entrenched monopolist acts to preserve 

its market share from competitive inroads. 

At the FTC, we have taken a lead in the debate over 

conglomerate merger legislation, and our staff provided a 

key legislative proposal that would put a cap on growth 

through merger by the nation's largest corporations. In the 

future, we might also consider incentives for divestiture, 

just as the tax laws now offer incentives toward conglomeration. 

We've also become increasingly concerned with circumstances 

fn which competition in concentrated markets appears to be 

limited or reduced through sophisticated, facilitating 

practices ·and other strategic behavior, and we're working to 

develop hard-and-fast criteria and legal standards for this 

area of the law. 
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2. National competition policy. Competition policy 

embraces more than just antitrust; it also looks to the structure 

of our economy and the relationship between government and 

business at all levels -- occupational licensing, tariffs and 

quotas, price and entry regulations, the effects of tax policy 

and financial devices upon markets. There is little doubt 

that during the next decade the United States will need a 

more comprehensive competition policy that integrates these 

issues and regards the structure of the economy as a whole. 

The FTC has played a key role as an advocate for competition. 

We've made a start, but there's much left to do. 

(a) Occupational deregulation may turn out to be une of 

our success stories. The FTC's concern about the anticompetitive 

effects of undue occupational restrictions and restraints on 

competiti6n in the professions began under the Republican 

administration, and it's a good example of the importance and 

benefits of continuity at the FTC. But we've only scratched 

the surface of questionable occupational restrictions. Mid-

wives, nurse practitioners, hygienists, dental auxiliaries, 

engineers, lawyers, contractors of all sorts, barbers and 

hairdressers, the list goes on. Some restraints in this area, 

of course, are not appropriate for legal challenge, but at 

the very least we can focus public attention on them, and 

document the substantial costs to the public that can exist. 

(b) The subject of tariffs and quotas is a painful one, 

particularly when American jobs are at stake. These devices 

are costly to American consumers when they impede competition 

Wh1ch might otherwise spur 1nnovation ana productivity, 



and prevent access to cheaper or better-made foreign goods; 

but they may on occasion be necessary to enable an American 

industry to regain its footing in international competition. 

More work needs to be done in understanding these trade-offs 

and devising a comprehensive international competitive 

strategy. 

3. International Competition Policy: the FTC is intensively 

examining the impact of world competition on the U.S. antitrust 

laws. Obviously, we have to make certain that the antitrust 

laws are not applied in such a way as to handicap American 

business in competing overseas, or here against foreign 

competitors. But these appear to be various myths and 

misconceptions abroad, which include the notion that one way 

for American business to regain its competitiveness and 

proJcctlvity and to compete internationally is to shelve the 

antitrust laws when foreign competition threatens, to bless the 

growth of national cartels or to blink while U.S. firms join 

international cartels. I remain convinced that vigorous 

competition rather than cartelization is the key to productivity 

and competitiveness, and that cartelization dulls the competitive 

edge and deprives consumers of the benefits of competition. It is 

no accident that Japan's surging prominence in automobile 

co~pet1tion is the product of an economy, only one-third the 

size of the U.S., in which nine auto companies compete vigorously. 



4. Product reliability - There has been a steady and alarming 

surge in consumer concern about shoddy products particularly 

for big-ticket items like housing, automobiles, and major 

appliances. American products will continue to lose their 

competitive edge to imports as American consumers suffer 

' 
1 unreasonable losses until manufacturers embrace quality control 

and understand that consumers demand reliability. 

Only recently through FTC efforts has the legal right of 

consumers to obtain free repairs for defective products become 

a reality. We've obtained more than 100 million dollars worth 

of auto repairs, and other free fixes for products like heat 

pumps and wood stoves. 

The future looks promising for product reliability, and 

here are what I see as upcoming issues: 

I 
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Comparative performance information (for example 

on durability or quality ratings) , is a market-

oriented way for manufacturers and government to 

deal with product defects. More can be done to 

promote disclosure of such information to consumers. 

Reliability problems in automobiles should continue 

to be the focus of FTC scrutiny, with care taken 

to ensure that imports are held to the same standard 

as domestics. 



 

        

        

       

     

         

         

       

    

         

        

        

     

       

         

     

        

        

       

         

          

        

         

          

        
 

        

 
          

 

 



         

       

   

       

        

           

         

          

    

         

      

       

         

        

      

        

        

       

         

       

  

        

         

        

 

       

        

        



 

 

  

          

         

  

         

         

     

      

      

        

   

          

         

        

        

   

      

       

      

        

      

 

       

     

      

 

      

       

       

  

    



 
 

 

  

     

        

    

        

           

         

         

        

        

           

           

       

         

          

           

            

         

          

        

         

        

         

         

       

        

      

    



        

         

       

        

      

     

        

    

         

         

        

          

          

          

         

         

         

          

           

        

          

         

          

         

     



          

         

          

        

         

         

 

 


